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Introduction
Windows versions of the DataView Economic Information System are the latest
generation of a software package that has its origins in the mainframe era. As has been
true of all versions of the software since 1968, DataView is designed to be evolutionary,
incorporating time-tested algorithms but fully adapted to the most modern protocols.
And increasingly, during the past several years, facilities have been incorporated into the
software that permit it to operate effectively in the wider context of the Internet, as well
as on standalone microcomputers and those connected to local networks.
This version is designed specifically to work with Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, and
Windows 7 but at the same time to be as backwardly compatible as possible. The
DataView for Windows user interface obeys the standard Windows conventions and also
incorporates facilities that readily permit the hand-in-glove use of the software with
Internet browsers, such as Internet Explorer and Netscape. Using DataView, you can
thus link directly to websites and, in particular, easily download datasets that can be
imported immediately. The www.modler.com website is a ready resource and DataView
itself supports a wide variety of data transfer protocols. Moreover, links can be made
between the program and online data sources that allow essentially continuous data bank
updating.
A further important characteristic of DataView is its support for legacy applications:
in order to support easy conversion, by design the macro language of the Windows
versions is a superset of that of earlier DOS versions. More generally, legacy support is a
DataView design principle in all respects: the Windows versions are designed to work
with files created earlier using the Microsoft, PC and DR DOS operating systems.
Specifically, data banks, Memoryfiles, and table templates created using DOS versions of
DataView can be used unchanged with Windows versions. Plot macros created using
DOS versions can be used with Windows versions, although those automatically
generated using Windows versions will incorporate specific commands that are not
recognized by DOS versions of DataView. To a degree, the progress of the Windows
operating systems force unavoidable change: some DataView macro files created during
the past 30 years will need to be updated due to irreconcilable differences between DOS
and Windows, particularly in those instances in which external-to-DataView DOS
programs are launched by such macros, but even in the worst case the required code
changes are likely to be marginal.
The purpose of this Getting Started and Maintenance Guide is to provide you with
installation information. However, the focus is wider than just the initial installation
procedures. The immediate process of installing the software on your computer is for the
most part automated. Once you issue the Setup command, ordinarily by simply inserting
the DataView installation CDROM into your optical drive, and have answered such
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questions as which directory(ies) you wish to use, the installation itself is almost
automatic. But there are also several aspects of the software configuration that need to be
considered, and usually will require you to make a few decisions. In addition, this guide
specifically describes the files that the DataView installation puts onto your hard disk;
furthermore, in the case of particular text files it provides information about content that
might be helpful from time to time.
This guide also describes common update procedures, which is its maintenance
function. The DataView software is updated regularly, reflecting not only improvements
made in the software but as well the effect of technology advances. For example, over
the past decade, there has been a fundamental change in the degree to which data sources
use the Internet as a distribution mechanism. With the ongoing development of both
wired Internet connections and progressively faster wide-area wireless facilities, included
the Cloud, there is likely to be considerable further change during the next ten years,
refocusing computing in the process. An aspect of the current update process is that
during the past eight or ten years, since version 10.4 of the program it has become
possible to update DataView more or less automatically by downloading each new
version from the www.modler.com website. Details concerning this process can be found
by clicking on Help on the main DataView menu, then selecting Contents, and choosing
“Updating Your Copy of DataView.” More recently, starting with Build 24 of version
10.4, an automatic updating facility has been added: provided that your initially installed
version of DataView is this build or later and your machine is connected to the Internet,
when changes are made to DataView and are published on its website, you will be
notified automatically that a later version of the program has become available. If you
choose to update to that version, this update will occur essentially automatically,
although sometimes you may need to subsequently restart DataView for the update to
take effect. This facility is described later in this document.
Please note that in the interest of simplicity, this Getting Started and Maintenance
Guide limits itself to explaining the specific aspects of installing, re-installing, or
updating DataView. There are a number of ancillary topics that could be addressed and
are important in terms of the appearance and accessibility of DataView on your machine.
For example, the color of the banners and other aspects of the screen displays are each
determined by the current Windows settings on your machine, controlled by the
particular version of this operating system you are using. You may be happy to use the
default settings, but should you wish you are alternatively able to more specifically
configure these displays. If you are reading this guide either onscreen or from a printed
copy that has been produced on a color printer, you will notice in the Figures below that
various different banner colors appear. Similarly, some of the Figures display the banner
text in larger or smaller fonts; this too is potentially under your control via the various
Windows display settings. There are a number of books available that discuss such
topics in detail, ranging from the well-known Idiots Guide to… series of books to the
much more technical Windows … Secrets series, as well as the “official” Microsoft
volumes [1, 2, 4]. The econometric facilities of DataView, which are a subset of
MODLER’s are described in a recent book, The Practice of Econometric Theory,
published by Springer [3].
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The DataView Installation Process
Today, in terms of the medium used, DataView software is distributed in a variety of
ways, but today mainly either by CDRom or as a set of files that are sent as email
attachments, or otherwise downloaded from the Internet. There is an essential similarity
between all the methods, as will be described. However, there are certain important
definitions that transcend the distribution medium. As a matter of definition, the term
“Installation” will be used to refer to a process that is complete in itself and involves
putting onto your machine all the files that are necessary in order to operate the
DataView software. In contrast, the term “Update” will be used to refer to a process that
involves replacing specific files, but not all the files necessary to operate DataView.

Initial Installation
This section describes how to install DataView for Windows for the first time on a
particular machine. Alternatively, it provides instructions for any complete reinstallation of the software, as if from scratch. Particularly in the case of a first time
installation, the first step depends upon the form in which you receive the Installation
Files:
1) If you received a CDROM, place this disc in your machine’s CD or DVD drive, as
relevant. Much less commonly these days, if you received diskettes, place the one
marked Installation or System Disk 1 in your diskette drive. In either case,
DataView for Windows will be installed using what is technically known as a
Setup program: the executable for the installation program is named SETUP.EXE.
Ordinarily, this program will be executed automatically if you are installing from a
CDRom – simply inserting a CDRom into the relevant drive on your machine will
usually cause SETUP.EXE to execute automatically.
2) If instead you received DataView as an email attachment, or more generally an
Internet download, the “deliverables” will usually consist of from 1 to 3
compressed, self-extracting executable files. Begin by creating a temporary
directory/folder on your hard disk, which ultimately can be erased when you have
finished the DataView installation; call it \JUNK or \TEMP or some other such
name. Then expand all the downloaded self-extracting files into this directory, by
first copying them to the directory and then executing them in turn.
Next, you should create a permanent directory to hold the essential program files.
This directory can be called \DVIEW or some other such meaningful name; during
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the installation process you can specify this directory and have it created more or
less automatically. In any case, this directory must be nominally different from
any that you might have created during the process described in the paragraph just
above, which is why \JUNK and \TEMP were suggested there as temporary folder
(or directory) names. Furthermore, the permanent directory should be a direct root
directory, so that its full name might be C:\DVIEW, assuming that C: identifies
your principal hard drive. The program files for the DOS and Windows versions of
DataView are nominally different, so that it would be possible even to use the same
directory for both versions.
However, if you do this, you run the risk of
inadvertently deleting some demonstration and other supplementary files, so that if
you are running both the DOS and Windows version, it may be better to call your
DataView for Windows program directory C:\DTAVIEW, in the process separating
the program files for each version.
This new directory will be permanent, as noted, and normally will be used to hold,
among other things, the executable files for DataView for Windows, plus the
helpfile; it may from time to time incidentally contain demonstration files put there
during a DataView installation or update. At this stage, you will be ready to begin
the actual installation. As mentioned earlier, the installation executable is named
SETUP.EXE and it can be run from the Windows Run command, using a command
of the form:
C:\JUNK\SETUP
assuming that you have loaded all the installation files into the C:\JUNK directory;
of course, if you have created this installation directory using another name and/or
drive, instead use the relevant drive letter and directory name. Later, once
DataView has been installed, whenever a Shortcut has been created—for instance,
in order to permit you to execute the program from your “desktop” folder, this
permanent directory must be identified as the “Start in” directory, as shown in
Figure 1. Notice that the name of the DataView for Windows executable,
DVWIN.EXE is also included.

Figure 1. Shortcut Properties
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In either case 1) or 2), at this point of the process the installation program should be in
execution. You first will see a message indicating that Windows is copying initialization
files and then, in the middle of your screen, a display like that shown in Figure 2; this
display may be embedded in a blue fullscreen display. Obviously, if you wish to
continue with the installation, you should press the OK button at this point.

Figure 2. Setting Up for Installation of DataView for Windows

If you click OK, you will then be presented with a display like that shown below in
Figure 2, which also may be embedded in a slightly more elaborate fullscreen display.

Figure 3. Directory Selection Screen
Regarding Figure 3, note the Change Directory button on the right-hand-side of this
display. This button can obviously be used to browse your hard drive and select the
directory into which the installation program should install the DataView executable
files, here shown as C:\DVIEW\. As indicated earlier, the directory specified here
should not be the same as any temporary directory you might have created earlier to store
temporary files. Furthermore, be aware that all files in this permanent directory are
subject to being overwritten, without further warning, if they have names the same as
those of the DataView program files that are about to be installed.
Now look once again at Figure 3. On the left is a button displaying a computer, which
at first may not look like a button. This is nevertheless the one you must press in order to
actually install the software. When you press it, initially a rapid succession of a screen
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displays will flash by, which indicate that the Installation program is copying and
installing files. After a few moments, you will see as well the dialogue box shown in
Figure 4, the purpose of which is obviously to ask you whether or not you wish to install
the SOAP Toolkit 3.0. SOAP is an acronym for Simple Online Access Protocol. This
protocol is used whenever DataView is automatically updated online. Generally, you
should answer “Yes” to the question if you have not previously installed the SOAP
Toolkit and if you think that you will wish to use DataView’s automatic update facility.
Installation of the SOAP Toolkit is essential to this facility.

Figure 4. SOAP Toolkit Option
These screens are followed by the display shown in Figure 5 that indicates that the
program has been successfully installed, and at which point the screen pauses. What has
occurred during this installation process is explained in the next section, entitled “A Peak
Behind the Curtain.” But, using your computer, you are encouraged to use Windows
Explorer or other file manager program to look at the files that have been installed in the
directory you specified.

Figure 5. Installation Complete

A Peak Behind the Curtain
Even in the case of a first installation of DataView for Windows, prior to that
installation you may already have on your computer a version of DataView. For
instance, you may have a DOS version that you wish to upgrade to the Windows version,
but you may also wish to reserve the option of continuing to use the DOS version from
time to time, at least during a transition period. For this reason, the DataView for
Windows installation process is designed to be Legacy Aware. We are conscious of the
fact that much of the value of DataView as a software system resides in the macros, data
banks, and other files that you may have created literally during years of work, and that
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therefore it is very important for you to be able to use these in the future, if at all
possible.
In general, an installation of DataView will not affect the various files that you have
consciously created as you have used earlier versions of the program, including but not
limited to data banks, macro files, plot files, and table templates. There may be
exceptions to this rule, if you have named your bank DEMOBANK.BNK or a macro file
DEMO.MAC, or a table template DEMO.TAB. But for the most part, installation is
restricted to loading files that consist of so-called executables (those with the extent
EXE), help files (those with the extent HLP), and library and other system files that
generally are placed in the Windows System directory (also called a “folder”); the latter
consist of files that have extents such as DLL, OCX, VXD, and VBX. Of these, the only
files that you will need to consider during installation are EXE and HLP files; that is,
those with these extents.
However, as indicated, there are also some other files that take the form of
demonstration data banks, macro files, plot files, table templates, and text files that are
provided with DataView in order to help you get started; together with the EXE and HLP
files, these will generally be installed in the directory that you specify explicitly or
implicitly when you press the installation button of Figure 2, and you can avoid any
overwrites by making sure to save anything in that directory prior to the installation.
Other configuration files, such as DATAVIEW.INI and PROJECT.INI, which are
described later, do not appear in either the Windows directory nor among the DataView
executables, but instead are created by DataView during the configuration process that is
discussed below.
You should also be aware that any installation of a Windows program will usually
involve copying some files to the Windows System directory, as has been mentioned in
passing. Sometimes, particularly if you are installing a program the copy of which was
created some years ago, a message will appear indicating that a newer copy of some file
about to be copied is already in the relevant Windows directory. It is usually a good idea
to preserve the newer copy, but in this case you probably should contact DataView
technical support for advice. A list of the files ordinarily copied to the System directory
is provided in the Appendix to this Getting Started guide.

Configuring DataView for Use
At this stage of the installation process, DataView will be ready to use. However,
unless you have used a Windows version before, you will not yet have specified where
your data banks and other files are located.
You also may wish to copy any
demonstration macros and data bank(s) installed with DataView to a different directory
than where they were placed by default. These are configuration issues that must be
addressed before you can seriously begin to work with DataView.
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Often, if you execute DataView at this stage, you will see the initial program screen
displayed in Figure 4. Note the status bar at the bottom of the display, which indicates
that neither banks nor Memoryfile are open, that the dates are implicitly set from 1947 to
the year 2011, but that the observation frequency is unspecified, and that it is late in the
day. Near the top of the display is a menu bar that on the far right has the word Help.

Figure 6. Opening Screen, DataView for Windows
One of the best things to do initially is to click on Help, which reveals the help
options that are shown in Figure 7. In addition to the relatively standard first three items
(Contents, Search for Help On.., and Using Help), note the entries Learning to Use
DataView and Obtaining Technical Support.
The first of these two provides an
overview description of a number of DataView conventions and facilities; all the Help
topics, including this one, can be sent to your printer (assuming that you have a printer
attached) and thus converted to hard copy. If you click on Obtaining Technical
Support, you will see telephone numbers and addresses (including email) that will
provide you with technical support as and when you need it. In addition to general help
facilities such as these, for particular operations, you will find help buttons on DataView
displays that will provide you with context specific help.
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Figure 7. Help Options for DataView
If alternatively, instead of Help on the main menu bar, you press Settings and then
click on the subtopic Directories, your screen will display the form shown below as
Figure 8. A possible difference between exactly what is shown in Figure 8 and what
your screen shows is that yours may display a different directory than C:\MODLER in
each of the successive categories. However, if you have not previous used DataView for
Windows, your display should be similar inasmuch as a single directory will be
displayed, possibly C:\DVIEW; whatever its name, this directory is likely to be the
default start up directory, the directory into which you installed DataView.
Configuring External Programs for DataView
Focus initially on the bottom half of the form shown in Figure 8. In general, the
Directories option of Settings has two related, but distinct roles. The bottom half of the
Directories Form allows you to identify the word processor, spreadsheet program, file
manager, Internet browser, and notes editor that you wish to use to perform DataViewrelated operations pertinent to these functions; these specifications include, for the word
processor and spreadsheet programs, the default directories for associated files.
Associated with the browser is space for the name of the default download directory used
by that browser.
Looking at the form, you will see immediately that it contains text spaces reserved for
the paths and executable file names of programs that can be used with DataView. For
example, in the case of a Word Processor, what DataView expects is a specification
something like:
C:\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\WINWORD.EXE
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Figure 8. Directory Settings Form
where the last portion (WINWORD.EXE) provides the name of the program executable
and the first (C:\MSOFFICE\WINWORD\) the path, or directory location, of this
executable. The path will of course be specific to your machine and can change, so that
from time to time you may need to respecify. Notice that, for both the Word Processor
and Spreadsheet programs, an entry should also be made for the default directories for
documents and worksheets respectively; these entries should consist only of the path
specification; for example:
C:\DVIEW\DOCS
without a trailing \. Note also that all directory specifications and filenames for the
external programs must be the short form that all versions of Windows actually directly
use—not the long form that Windows 9.x and later versions of this operating system
provide as indirect references. Furthermore, the directories identified as containing the
external programs must already exist for DataView to allow you to include them here.
Note that the Browse button can be used to discover these directories.
The Internet Browser you may wish to use with DataView is specified in much the
same way as the Word Processor and Spreadsheet, including the specification of the
default browser download directory where DataView should look for Internet files;
however the File Manager and Notes Editor are handled differently. As Figure 8 implies,
DataView on its own will initially select what it “thinks” is the most advanced file
manager for your particular operating system, but if you wish you can choose another,
including a third party file manager. Similarly, DataView initially selects Notepad.Exe
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for your working notes, but you can change this to Wordpad or some other simple editor
if you wish. Incidentally, a conceptual distinction between the Word Processor and the
Notes Editor is essentially the speed with which they can be invoked and the degree of
complexity of operation; in general, both Notepad and Wordpad are much simpler
programs, much more ready to be put into a corner of your screen in order to make notes
as you work than are programs such as WordPro, Word, or WordPerfect.

Organization of DataView-related Files: Multiple Projects Support
Looking once again at the form in Figure 8, its top half obviously controls the
directories into which DataView puts files of various types; filling it in appropriately
therefore provides you with the capability to organize your work in a variety of different
ways. A fundamental choice, when specifying the directories to use with DataView, is
between organizing your work into distinct “projects” or not.
Looking at Figure 8, you will see that near the top the word Project appears, followed
by an (initially blank) dropdown textbox. If your needs are simple, you can ignore this
option. Moreover, later, should you feel that you need to organize your work into
projects, you can come back and do this. However, do not use this facility just because it
is there: once you have begun to organize along project lines it can be difficult to
simplify again, although there is a brute force method to achieve this: deleting the file
DATAVIEW.INI from the main Windows directory, which will re-initialize all elements
of the Directories Form and wipe out all central references to projects--but if you take
this drastic step, you should first save DATAVIEW.INI to another directory or backup
medium before deleting it from the Windows directory, just in case.

Simply Specifying Directories
The files associated with DataView consist of data banks, table templates, and macro
files, to cite only the major categories. One option is simply to put all files into a single
directory or folder. An alternative, which DataView just as easily supports, is to specify
a particular directory for data banks, another for table templates, and yet another for
macros; as you wish, these can be set up as independent directories--or subdirectories of
some master directory (for instance, \DVIEW). However, in addition to files that you
will consciously create, such as these, there are a variety of files that DataView creates,
more or less automatically, as needed for special purposes. For example, the Memory
File is automatically created whenever the program needs a place to put a transformation
or generated variable. There are in addition more esoteric temporary files that DataView
uses and creates as needed.
DataView usually places these automatically-created files in what it identifies as a
Home Directory. A characteristic of such a directory is that it generally does not change
during a session, no matter how much you move around your hard disk. By default, the
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current directory when a DataView session begins is adopted as the Home Directory.
Note that the Home Directory is therefore not necessarily a physically separate and
distinct directory: it is conceptually any directory that DataView uses in this particular
way. It is only a separate directory when you uniquely specify a particular directory to be
the Home Directory. And it only changes during a session if you explicitly change it.
But be aware that these protocols are simply organizing principles. It is up to you to
put them into effect. One option is to use a single directory for everything. If you do
nothing, this is the way DataView will organize your work and, generally, the single
directory that the program will choose will either be the directory you selected when you
first installed the program, or else the first directory ever used for a DataView session.
DataView is designed to operate in a make-do fashion in whatever environment it finds
itself, but this is not a recommendation that you leave your destiny to the caprices of a
machine.
Assuming that you wish to be captain of your fate, begin your first session by clicking
Settings on the main menu of the Central Control screen and then Directories. You will
probably find that DataView has used a single directory, as just described and as
illustrated in Figure 6. However, whatever you discover, you will also see that the
Directories Form exhibits an implicit organization by file type. Note the categories:
Current Directory
Data Banks
Home Directory
Macro Files
Table Templates
considering only the top half of the form. As mentioned earlier, at the top, above this
list, will be the word Project with a blank drop-down textbox to the right; for the
moment, ignore it.
The files types associated with DataView can be categorized by extent, and on this
basis consist of 15 different types, not counting various data transfer files that may be
used to import data. Obviously, if you use DataView intensively, leaving all these files in
a single directory may soon yield a mess. One way to organize your work is to establish
a parent directory and then a set of subdirectories that identify the types of files. If you
wish to work this way, you will first need to create this directory structure and then the
subdirectory paths. Once you have created these, fill in the Directories Form during your
next DataView session. At the end of that session, as you exit normally, the program will
create (or, subsequently, edit) the textfile called DATAVIEW.INI located in the main
Windows directory. Thereafter, when you begin each subsequent session, DataView will
immediately load the specifications from DATAVIEW.INI so as to re-establish this
structure; note that DATAVIEW.INI must be located in this particular directory.
If, when working interactively, you use DataView commands to open data banks, run
macros, and so on, a disadvantage of this organization may be that in some cases you will
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need to specify path directories as well as filenames. However, if you use the menus, or
if you issue command words followed by <Enter> (so that DataView displays available
files of the relevant type), this organization may simplify your work over time. It will
certainly organize it better.

Organizing Your Work By Project
If your work involves the use of distinct sets of files at distinct times, with little or no
overlapping use, then organizing your work by project may make sense. If you click on
the dropdown Project textbox at the top of the Directories Form, you will immediately
see that it has one entry <Add New Project>. If you make this choice an Input Box will
appear, asking you to provide the name of a Project, and giving you space for as many as
80 characters. If and when you provide a name and click OK, two things will happen.
First, a Project of that name will be created and, second, DataView will place in the
currently-specified Home Directory a file it creates; this file is always named
PROJECT.INI. At the same time, DataView will amend the DATAVIEW.INI file (found
in your main Windows directory) to include both the project name and the path for the
just-mentioned Home Directory. As you add projects, the PROJECTS section of the
DATAVIEW.INI file will grow, and the designated Home Directory for each project will
each receive a PROJECTS.INI file. In the future, as appropriate, these files will be
dynamically updated whenever you make changes using the Directories Form.
Actually, during the project creation process, nothing permanent happens until you
both identify the project and click the OK button at the bottom of the Directories Form.
So that once you have provided a project name, and before you click that OK button, you
have a chance to set up your various directories appropriately, including the Home
Directory. Or, you can set up the directories first, and then click OK. If you are curious,
you can inspect both the DATAVIEW.INI file and the PROJECT.INI file, once you have
crossed this Rubicon. These are both simple text files, but be careful not to change them
unintentionally. It also might be a good idea, periodically, to save backup copies of these
files, carefully organized of course, since the name of the PROJECT.INI file is common
across projects.
Note that once you start working, whenever you open a project and then change some
directory or program specification in the Directories Form, these changes will be
recorded in the DATAVIEW.INI file and the appropriate PROJECT.INI file. As
mentioned earlier, these files are dynamically updated. If you wish to change the name
of a project, you need only to change the name in the dropdown text box at the top of the
Directories Form, and then click OK at the bottom. However, do not be mislead by this
simplicity into thinking that these INI files control the actual, physical organization of
directories on your machine. They do not: they simply point to existing directories (and
programs) and provide a conceptual organizing structure. When you change a project’s
specifications you do not affect the actual directory(ies) involved. Its also true that if and
when you arbitrarily change the actual directory structure of your machine (or, in a
network context, change the organization of the network) affecting your projects, you
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will usually need to make the appropriate changes in your project files, using the
Directories Form.
To delete a particular project, by the way, simply erase the project name in the dropdown Project text box at the top of the Directories Form. Then immediately press the
OK button at the bottom of the form. DataView will respond by asking you to confirm
that you wish to delete that project. If you answer Yes the deletion will occur
provisionally, although no files will yet be affected. It is then best to exit from DataView
immediately and re-start the program. What occurs during the project delete operation is
that the list of projects found in DATAVIEW.INI at the start of the session is re-written
to omit the deleted project, but this re-writing of DATAVIEW.INI takes place only when
the session ends.
As a fail-safe, if you delete a project, DataView does not delete nor change any files
other than DATAVIEW.INI. In particular, the PROJECT.INI file in the Home Directory
of the deleted project is not changed in any way. Consequently, if you previously saved
the DATAVIEW.INI file from the main Windows directory, after exiting DataView, you
can actually undo the effects of the deletion simply by copying the saved
DATAVIEW.INI into the main Windows directory over top the new one generated as the
result of the deletion.

Configuring Windows for DataView
Generally, you need not configure Windows in any particular way in order to use
DataView. However, DataView expects to be able to send output to a printer, it expects
any browser that is available to be connected to the Internet. DataView may otherwise
depend upon the Windows facilities that are available and, to some degree, even other
programs that can be loaded onto your machine. For instance, a potentially useful add-in
windows facility is the SnagIt shareware program (URL: http://www.techsmith.com),
which permits you to capture DataView graphics displays and then immediately create
from them JPEG and GIF files. DataView itself can capture its plots and write these to
the Clipboard or as BMP files, but it does not otherwise create graphics files. This
limitation (at least in the absence of SnagIt or other such program) can be construed as a
backward step: in contrast, the DOS version of DataView incorporates code to generate
Hewlett-Packard plotter files (HPGL files), but inasmuch as Windows word processor
packages tend not to support this format effectively, DataView for Windows does not.
You may in fact need to re-configure Windows to get the most out of DataView.
Other Windows facilities and programs that DataView for Windows utilizes include the
Clipboard viewer (CLIPBRD.EXE), which can be obtained in versions that support both
network use and single user computers. In addition, the MSINFO system information
utility is not always present, even though it is a Microsoft utility for Windows (that when
present should be located as: \Windows\MSApps\MSInfo\MSInfo.EXE). MSINFO
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provides a substantial amount of information about the hardware and software
environment in which both the operating system and DataView find themselves.
A built in Windows facility, beginning with Windows 95, is the floating edit menu
item that appears when you click on the right mouse button whenever the cursor is
pointing at text or a textbox. An example is shown below in Figure 9. This edit menu
can be used quite generally to capture text and paste that text elsewhere, both within
DataView for Windows and between it and virtually any external program, including an
Internet Browser. In particular, it is possible to capture an item of data displayed on a
Web page and paste it into a DataView data update field. Similarly, it is possible to
capture, for example, a DataView regression display and then paste it into a word
processor document. Do not ignore such implicitly provided facilities.

Figure 9. Textbox Editing Menu

DataView Enhancement: The SnagIt Program
The SnagIt program is an unaffiliated third party shareware product of potential
interest to those users who may be interested in capturing DataView graphics and other
files and immediately generating any of a variety of image file types, including JPEG,
GIF, or BMP.
DataView allows you to capture plots and other displays to your
Clipboard and can create BMP graphics files, from whence they can be pasted into
documents, among other options. However, if you are interested in putting your work
up on your website or generating a large number of image files for some particular
reason, then SnagIt will give you this capability.
SnagIt Capabilities
SnagIt, an unaffiated third party product, is an easy-to-use, efficiency based desktop
utility that provides Windows users with high-quality, controlled image captures. Unlike
enhanced graphics utilities that bury a screen capture option in their programs, SnagIt's
features are designed for quick, intuitive captures of all or part of the image on the
computer screen.
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Program Features
SnagIt has a variety of capabilities:
Image Capture - Capture the screen, a window or an arbitrary rectangle at the touch
of the hot key. Special support for capturing menus and repeated
captures of fixed-sized images, such as icons and buttons.
Video Capture - Capture desktop animation sequences, including video and user
interface activities. Optionally add a voice-over during capture.
Great for training, multimedia clips and user help documentation.
Text Conversion - Convert most text blocks on the Windows desktop to machine
readable text, even where Cut and Paste does not work. Examples
include text blocks in Encarta, the directory and files windows of the
Windows 95 File Explorer, and the message header windows in the
Exchange Client. This is an essential productivity tool. This feature
is available for Windows 95 and Windows 98 only.
Active Capture™ - Capture the entire contents of scrolling windows. Ideal for
capturing web pages and unprintable lists. Works with both Image
Capture and Text Conversion.
Capture Destinations - SnagIt sends the captured image to the printer, the
clipboard, a graphic file or as an e-mail attachment, all at the press
of a simple "hotkey".
Preview Window - Preview the captured image before saving or printing.
Thumbnail Browser - Includes a full featured browser tool to easily manage and
manipulate image, text, and AVI files.
Image Processing - Supports professional quality image processing effects and
controls (e.g. rotate, flip, shear, solarize, sharpen, blur, mosaic,
emboss, underlay, edge detection, invert, brightness, contrast, hue,
saturation, histogram equalize, etc.) Excellent for working with
photographic images.
Graphic File Output - File formats supported include GIF, JPEG, TIF, PCX, PNG,
BMP and AVI.
SnagIt creates Internet-ready files, offering
interlaced GIF and progressive JPEG, plus Transparent GIF support.
Over a dozen other formats are also supported.
Scale Image - Increase or decrease the size of the captured image. Smooth scaling for
preserving detail and readability of text and screen shots.
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DOS Screen Capture - Capture DOS program screens that run under Windows.
Capture Mouse Cursor - Capture the image of any mouse cursor. You cannot do
this with the Windows PrintScreen button!
Color Reduction - SnagIt can perform any level of color reduction, 1-bit to 32-bit,
with many dithering and palette options. Grayscale and halftone
options are also available.
Color Substitution - Replace any color in the captured image. Great for eliminating
dark backgrounds in captured images.
Mail Output - Automatically send captured images from any MAPI enabled e-mail
client.
Installing SnagIt
For further information, contact (URL: http://www.techsmith.com):
Techsmith Corporation
P.O. Box 4758
East Lansing, MI 48826-4758
Fax: (517)333-1888
Phone:(517)333-2100
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Operating System Characteristics
During the past ten to fifteen years, with the expansion of the Internet, have also come
viruses, spyware, Trojans, and other “malware” aimed at creating mischief of various
types. Microsoft has reacted by increasingly trying to protect users from the effects, but
with the unfortunate result that some of its cures can be almost as troublesome as the
disease. In particular, one characteristic of both Vista and Windows 7 is that
notifications have been put in place that are intended to let you know immediately that
some (possible malware) program is being interpreted by Windows as attempting to
make unwarranted changes to your machine. Arguably, as a user you need to have this
information: one of the serious effects of this type of change could be to pass your credit
card numbers, passwords, and other information on to rogue websites. However, one of
the adventitious consequences can be to cause long-in-use, perfectly implemented
program features to manifest what are known as “Runtime Errors.”
A particular, related problem that you might encounter, especially if you are using
either Vista or Windows 7, is that you can find it difficult to either install or operate a
given program. For example, you may not be able to install the program because the
installer facility does not work, even using an installer program originally supplied by
Microsoft. A possible reason is that both operating systems may enforce a default setting
of what is called User Account Control (UAC) that is opposite in its action from the
default conventions of previous operating systems, such as Windows XP. As discussed
below in the section on Runtime Errors Information, programs that are perfectly “law
abiding” may incorporate features that have come to be used by hackers and other “evil
dooers” to attempt to gain control over your machine. Importantly, in the case of both
Vista and Windows 7, Microsoft’s operating system developers have now established as
a default restrictions that prohibit a program from operating if it employs internally what
is technically known as “keystroke redirection”. This presence of this problem is usually
first signaled by the error message “Runtime Error 70: Permission Denied”.
Alternatively, you might find it difficult to download certain widely used programs.
For example, the Adobe Flash Player (www.adobe.com) is often used by websites in
order to provide graphical elements, such as short videos, but it can be hard to download
and install, especially if you happen to be using Internet Explorer 8 (which is now
shipped with Windows 7). Interestingly, this problem does not occur with the Firefox
browser, once it has been installed, but unfortunately, if you are using Windows 7 you
may also find it difficult to first download and install Firefox (or other third-party
browser), which thus results in a “Catch-22” situation. The problem in this case turns
out to be closely related to which websites you previously have (or have not) designated
as “trusted” sites. Internet Explorer 8 identifies very few sites as “trusted” by default,
thus creating a problem for a new user of Windows 7. This issue is discussed below in
the section on Trusted Websites.
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Runtime Errors Information
In order for you to appreciate the nature of runtime errors, it might be useful to
consider this circumstance in some detail. Runtime errors, even if they often appear to
originate from the operation of a given program, are actually Windows errors – and are
stated as numbered errors; they display using at minimum the words “Runtime Error k”,
where k is some integer number. Such errors can be due to various causes, either
Windows contextual or else specific to a given program. A frequent contextual cause is a
corrupt Windows “registry” on a particular machine that causes DataView or some other,
currently operating, program suddenly to start malfunctioning. Remember that, in a
Windows environment, multiple programs and processes are normally operating together,
much as the human body involves a heart beating, breaths being taken, and thoughts
being processed, in addition to any more evident conscious actions. In the case of your
computer, even though your attention may be focused on a given program, such as
DataView, this program is never operating entirely alone – other programs or processes
are running in the background. In order to verify this fact explicitly, press
simultaneously the keys <CTRL><ÁLT><DELETE>. In response, you will be shown a
form, one of the tab options of which is “Task Manager.” If you choose this option, you
will ordinarily be shown the programs currently operating (if any), inasmuch as the
default tab is “Applications.” If you should choose instead the “Processes” tab, you will
be shown the underlying (Windows) processes currently operating, of which there will be
many. However, after looking at this form be careful to press the “x” button at its top
right-hand corner, in order to return without effect to what you were doing before.
Notice that one of the functions of any operating system is to act as a referee and,
whenever necessary, to declare that a given program or process is doing something
apparently illegitimate. Hence the name of the so-called “runtime” errors.
In contrast to numbered Windows runtime errors, DataView originated errors are
never given as numbers, but instead take the form of verbal statements that attempt to
describe clearly the characteristics of an error, such as the absence of an appropriate data
source, in a way that permits you to take some action to resolve the problem. Therefore,
if and when you encounter a numbered error, it is always the case that the error originates
externally, and not necessarily due to the operation of DataView. Another characteristic
of a Windows runtime error is that at that moment it is normally an irrecoverable error –
usually any operating programs will stop dead whenever a runtime error occurs. Thus
one of the problems that they pose for you as a user is that you may lose some valuable
work, as well as forcing you to restart DataView.
One of the reasons that DataView is made available to its users together with ongoing
support is to provide you with a method of sorting out what has gone wrong whenever
such irrecoverable errors occur. These errors may occur only once in a blue moon or
they might be repeatable. Generally it is only repeatable errors that are correctable.
However, even then, to correct them requires as much information as it is possible for
you to provide, at the very least including specific information concerning exactly what
you were doing and how DataView and the computer reacted. Characteristically, the
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Windows runtime errors are often vague in their manifestation, even if the general nature
of the error is evident. For instance, a Windows Runtime Error 6 can refer to a problem
with your computer’s file structure, rather than anything specific to the operation of a
program such as DataView. However, on the positive side, the fact that these errors are
numbered does mean that there is some information that can be used to correct the
problem, provided of course that you (or someone working with you) are able to
determine specifically what occurred step-by-step. But, as just noted, the source of the
runtime error can range widely – from your running two or more programs that are not
mutually compatible, to memory problems with your computer (including a fragmented
hard drive), to the effects of a malicious software program that has installed itself on your
machine, among other circumstances. As a consequence, whenever you encounter a
runtime error you should document both exactly what you were doing just prior to the
occurrence of the error and the information (if any) that is displayed by Windows
associated with the runtime error number. As mentioned earlier, as a general rule, in
order to correct a computer error, the error must be reproducible. Errors that cannot be
reproduced are, more or less by definition, white noise random errors.
Examples of runtime errors that can be pertinent to DataView are provided in Figure
9A below. Many occur because of faulty inputs or computer operating and other errors.
However, as indicated above, among them are certain ones that can be caused by context.
One such is “Runtime Error 70: Permission Denied”, which can be described as “a
common Windows error caused by insufficient privileges/user rights when trying to
access various pieces of data over a network.” Bear in mind, when reading this
description, that whenever you are working on a machine running either Windows Vista
or Windows 7 (or even Windows XP), you are always operating as a user in the context
of a “network” – in the sense of multi-user setting potentially connected to the Internet –
whether or not you are actually connected to the Internet or sitting in an airplane 6 miles
above the earth seemingly on your own. As a user you are treated as if you were one
user among many on a network, irrespective of the reality.
By design, DataView is meant to “trap” Runtime errors, to deal with them by first
giving you a verbal explanation and then a chance to “gracefully” recover from any
problems. This is the design aim, but as noted earlier certain Runtime errors occur
independently of DataView’s operation, sometimes because of some specific
characteristic of your machine, such as a missing font or a Windows setting.
Nevertheless, in all cases, you should report any Runtime errors, as well as provide as
much supporting detail as you can about the context in which they occur, especially when
they occur repeatedly.
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Error code
Error message
---------------------3
Return without GoSub
5
Invalid procedure call
6
Overflow
7
Out of memory
9
Subscript out of range
10
Duplicate definition
10
This array is fixed or temporarily locked
11
Division by zero
13
Type mismatch
14
Out of string space
16
String formula too complex
16
Expression too complex
17
Can't perform requested operation
18
User interrupt occurred
20
Resume without error
28
Out of stack space
35
Sub or function not defined
35
Sub, function, or property not defined
47
Too many DLL application clients
48
Error in loading DLL
49
Bad DLL calling convention
51
Internal error
52
Bad file name or number
53
File not found
54
Bad file mode
55
File already open
57
Device I/O error
58
File already exists
59
Bad record length
61
Disk full
62
Input past end of line
63
Bad record number
67
Too many files
68
Device unavailable
70
Permission denied
71
Disk not ready
74
Can't rename with different drive
75
Path/File access error
76
Path not found
91
Object variable not set
91
Object variable or With block variable not set
92
For Loop not initialized
93
Invalid pattern string
94
Invalid use of Null
95
User-defined error
298
System DLL could not be loaded
320
Can't use character device names in such file names
335
Could not access system registry
336
ActiveX component not correctly registered
337
ActiveX component not found
338
ActiveX component did not correctly run
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Error code Error message
---------------------368
The specified file is out of date. This
program requires a newer version
371
The specified object can't be used as an owner form for
Show
380
Invalid property value
381
Invalid property-array index
382
Property Set can't be executed at run time
383
Property Set can't be used with a read-only property
385
Need property-array index
387
Property Set not permitted
393
Property Get can't be executed at run time
394
Property Get can't be executed on write-only property
400
Form already displayed; can't show modally
402
Code must close topmost modal form first
419
Permission to use object denied
422
Property not found
423
Property or method not found
424
Object required
425
Invalid object use
429
ActiveX component can't create object or return
reference to this object
430
Class doesn't support OLE Automation
430
Class doesn't support Automation
432
File name or class name not found during Automation
operation
438
Object doesn't support this property or method
440
OLE Automation error
442
Connection to type library or object library
for remote process has been lost
443
Automation object doesn't have a default value
445
Object doesn't support this action
446
Object doesn't support named arguments
447
Object doesn't support current locale settings
448
Named argument not found
449
Argument not optional
449
Argument not optional or invalid property assignment
450
Wrong number of arguments
451
Object not a collection
452
Invalid ordinal
453
Specified DLL function not found
454
Code resource not found
455
Code resource lock error
457
This key is already associated with an element of
this collection
458
Variable uses a type not supported in Visual Basic
459
This component doesn't support events
460
Invalid clipboard format
461
Specified format doesn't match format of data
480
Can't create AutoRedraw image
481
Invalid picture
482
Printer error
483
Printer driver does not support specified property
484
Problem getting printer information from the system.
Make sure the printer is set up correctly
485
Invalid picture type

Figure 9A. Examples of Runtime Error Codes
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In the case of Windows NT and its descendents, the possibility of a computer being, in
the full sense, personal has been excluded in favor of the idea that each user should “log
on” and be treated as one of a possible number of potential users. More or less as a
consequence, if you are using either Vista or Windows 7 installed in default mode, and
you run DataView or many other programs, you are very likely to encounter Runtime
Error 70. In particular, if the given program permits a user to fill in a textbox and then
signal by pressing the Enter key that the program should immediately process this input,
what is ordinarily involved is a keystroke redirection: the standard way to effect this
operation is to pass the Enter Key keystroke on to whatever element of the program
signals command completions. Although such an operation occurs entirely with the
given program, it is apparently difficult for either Vista or Windows 7 to distinguish this
internal program redirection from a redirection to a separate keystroke-logging program
intended to pass your keystrokes to a rogue web site, leading to “Runtime Error 70:
Permission Denied.”
In principle, this specific problem is relatively easily resolved. If you click on the
Start icon at the bottom left of your desktop, in the case of either Vista or Windows 7
what should appear is a “search” box. Type the letters UAC into this search box and
press enter. You should next see the form shown in Figure 10. Notice the rectangular
“slider box”, which in this figure appears at the bottom of the slider channel. Originally,
this slider box may appear two thirds of the way up the slider channel and that selection
will be labeled “Default”, with the explanation: “Notify me only when programs try to
make changes to my computer.”

Figure 10. User Account Control Settings
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Choosing the option shown, “Never Notify me…”, of course makes it possible not
only for DataView and other programs to internally redirect keystrokes, but also for
malware programs to redirect your keystrokes more generally. You should therefore
choose this option only in combination with having installed on your machine a program
such as Norton Endpoint Protection or other virus/spyware detection and prevention
software. Of course, it is also possible to change the User Account Control settings back
to the default setting whenever you plan to venture onto the Internet.
Other runtime errors that can occur from time to time are runtime error 6, or runtime
error 11. If and when these errors occur should be reported to support@modler.com,
together with supporting documentation.

Trusted Websites
From the various restrictions that are built into Vista and Windows 7, it is possible to
infer that Microsoft seems intent on making life difficult for its customers. However, the
major problem is not that protections have been built in—after all, the alternative might
be to allow hackers free run of your computer—but rather that there is very little easily
available documentation provided either by Microsoft or computer vendors about them.
A new user is therefore likely to find it difficult to determine what to do when confronted
by an ill-defined Runtime error message.
There are now several levels of protection that are designed to ward off malware.
One is the firewall that is part of Windows, which can either block incoming messages or
outgoing or both; the purpose of the firewall is of course to separate your machine from
the Internet. The essential problem is that the default is to block nearly everything; thus
you must discover how to tell Windows not to block messages from the programs that
you trust. In this case, you will need to go to the Control Panel, specifically to the
Windows Firewall option, and define which programs should be allowed to send
messages to the Internet or receive messages from it. Alternatively, depending upon
your settings, you may be asked as you use programs individually whether they should be
permitted to pierce the firewall; this option is controlled by the setting for the
Notification State: “Notify me when Windows Firewall blocks a new program.”
Another protection level is the “trusted site” versus all others. If you go to the
Control Panel and choose Internet Options, a form with seven tabbed panes will appear,
as shown in Figure 11. Choose the Security Option and then click on the green
checkmark to select Trusted sites. On this pane, you can also choose the security level
for the Trusted sites collectively, as well as whether Internet Explorer (and possibly other
browsers) should operate in “protected mode.” Protected mode isolates IE and its addons from the rest of Windows, the intention being that any malware that circumvents IE’s
security features will still be locked within a “safe box” and not able to infect Windows
generally. Notice also that you can customize (to a degree) the way in which protected
mode operates, using the custom level button on this form.
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Figure 11.

Internet Properties Option Form

If you click on the Sites button on the form shown in Figure 11, you will then see the
form shown in Figure 12, although initially the text boxes may be blank.

Figure 12. Trust Sites List Form
Using this form you can designate the set of sites that you trust. The security level,
which is set by the slider on the form in Figure 11, will determine the nuances of the way
in which Trusted sites are treated. However, generally, once a site has been designated as
“Trusted,” programs and other files can be downloaded from it rather easily. In addition,
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you will usually need to prefix the website name with https: in order to invoke a secure
path between your computer and that site.

Accessing Operating System Features Via DataView
DataView permits you to obtain information about and make configuration changes in
your operating system by clicking on the System Related element under the Settings
menu item of the DataView Central Control Screen, as displayed in Figure 13. Some of
the options are likely to be familiar, such as Printer Setup and the Control Panel, but
others constitute powerful features that are generally unknown to new users.

Figure 13.

DataView Access to Operating System Facilities

Printer Setup and the Control Panel
DataView permits you to access Printer Setup and the Control Panel simply as a
convenience. Printer Setup, shown in Figure 14, offers the capability to change the
printer DataView sends documents to, as well as control the way documents are printed;
for example, you are able to switch the page orientation from Portrait to Landscape or
(via the Properties button) change the order in which the pages of a multiple-page
document are printed.
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Figure 14. Printer Setup
Control Panel simply displays the various control panel options, as shown in Figure
16. There are several books available that describe each of these, including both those
published by Microsoft [1, 4] and by third party publishers [2].

Figure 15. Control Panel Options

Performance Monitor
The Task Manager suite for Windows XP, shown in Figure 16, provides you with a
view of how your computer is performing. Notice the tabs respectively labeled
Applications, Processes, Performance, Networking, and Users. Applications in this
context is essentially a synonym for “programs” although displayed directories or
“folders” are also treated as “applications.”
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Figure 16. Performance Monitor
If you click on the first tab, you will be shown a list of the Applications (that is,
programs) currently being executed, including an indication of status, which is likely to
be either “running” or “not responding.” At times, if there are no applications being
executed, this list will be empty. The second tab, in contrast, always will show one or
more processes currently executing, normally many. These include both processes that
are launched by “applications” programs and by the operating system itself. You may
already be familiar with these first two task manager options, as this task manager form
can also be invoked by pressing the <CTRL><ALT><DELETE> keys simultaneously.
In contrast, the Performance Monitor often escapes notice, but can be used to
determine certain aspects of the recent performance history of your machine. Similarly,
the Networking tab reveals details about any wireless network you are connected to, as
well as Local Area Network connections (if any) and Bluetooth networks. In order to
comprehend fully the information that is presented, you will probably need to consult
either the Microsoft or third party manuals for the operating system you are using [1, 2,
4]. Finally, the last tab (Users) displays your user name and could display the names of
other users of your machine (if any).
All the facilities just described are available if your operating system is Windows XP.
However, if you are using either Vista or Windows 7, the task manager form will look
like that displayed in Figure 17, which is the Windows 7 rendition. Notice that the tab
labels are the same as in Figure 16, but that at the bottom right of this form is a Resource
Monitor button that, if pressed, will reveal the form shown in Figure 18. This form
indicates the resource use associated with your CPU and memory, but in greater detail.
In addition, it also provides a monitor of resource use for your disks and networks, also in
considerable detail. In Figure 18, CPU resource usage is shown, but notice also that you
have the option of displaying instead memory, disk and network resource usage.
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Figure 17. Windows Task Manager, Vista and Windows 7

Figure 18. Resource Monitor (Vista and Windows 7)

Disk Management Services
The Disk Management Services facility, as displayed in Figure 19, is available for
Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7.
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Figure 19.

Disk Management Services

Generally, whichever of these operating systems is being used the capabilities and
options are essentially the same. Notice, in particular, that not only are three large hard
drives identified, but in addition the presence of a SanDisk “Cruzer” flash drive and a
CD-ROM is indicated. One of the hard drives is marked as “Missing” and “Failed.”
The particular way such drives are presented will depend upon your machine. Here,
Disk 1 is shown split into two partitions, one of these given the name “Main Drive (C:)”
and the other “IBM_Service”.
This configuration is particular to an IBM/Lenovo
Thinkpad laptop. However, the identification of Disk 1 as being “online” and having a
“Basic” configuration is characteristic of any principal hard drive operating under
Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7.
The machine described here currently has two hard drives installed and a third hard
drive that is sometimes installed (but not at the moment—it is “Missing”). The machine
apparently also has a CD Drive attached as well as a flash drive. The word “apparently”
is used here because in fact the CD Drive is a combination CD-DVD drive that can both
read and write CDs or DVDs; because of the lack of a disk, the operating system
currently recognizes the drive as a CD-Rom drive. Notice also that the flash drive is
formatted as a 7.84 GB FAT 32 drive, which it is, and is also recognized as being
“removable”.
This Disk Management facility has a number of important capabilities. It can be used
to format any of the (writable) drives—although you should always be aware that
formatting has the effect of erasing any existing files, so is generally relevant only if a
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new drive or disk is added to the system. Via the menu facilities (in particular Action), it
can be used either to refresh or rescan the included disks. Refreshing generally refers to
“refreshing” the information displayed concerning the drive letters, file system, volume,
and (any) removable media. You can also click on the View menu item in order to
change the characteristics of the display, both top and bottom; there are several options,
including the colors used on the form. Changing the display, via View, neither affects
the contents nor characteristics of each of the drives.
The immediate effect of removing the flash drive from a USB port and attaching
instead the “Missing” hard drive is shown in Figure 20. Evidently, the removal of the
flash drive has been noticed, but the attachment instead of the additional hard drive has
not caused it to be usable; it is still marked as “Failed.” “Refreshing” the display (via
the Action menu item) leaves it unchanged, as does also “rescanning” the drives.
However, notice that, once attached, Disk 2 is recognized as being “online”.

Figure 20.

Effect of Removing and Adding A Drive

In order to cause the operating system to recognize fully the added drive, it is
necessary to right click on the beige Disk 2 pane at the bottom left of the form (labeled
Disk 2, Dynamic, 465.76 GB, Online), which causes the option form shown in Figure 21
to appear. The available options are Reactivate Disk, Properties, and Help. “Properties”
permits you to determine, among other things, whether the operating system “thinks” the
disk is operating properly; it does. Choosing Reactivate Disk at first causes a
recommendation to appear, advising you to run a chkdsk on “each volume that becomes
available for use after this operation…” You must click OK to continue.
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Figure 21.

Reactivating a hard disk

Once OK is clicked, after a moment, the hard disk is reactivated, as shown in Figure
22: the reactivation causes the disk’s volume name to appear (“Videos”) and the disk to
be declared as “healthy”. However, notice that the new volume does not yet have any
drive letter assigned to it. Bear in mind also the distinction between a drive (which can
have multiple volumes on it) and a volume (which can be assigned a unique drive letter).

Figure 22. After Reactivation
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In order to cause the operating system to assign a drive letter, it is first necessary to
click on the volume name “Videos” on the top half of the form, as shown in Figure 23.
Here both drive and volume are equal. It is clear from the option menu list shown in this
figure that only by clicking on the volume name Videos is it possible to perform certain
operations, in particular, Change Drive Letter and Paths…, Format…, or Delete Volume.

Figure 23. Assigning a Drive Letter
In this instance, the appropriate choice is obvious. However, we are not yet home free,
for once Change Drive Letter and Paths… has been clicked the form shown in Figure
24 appears.

Figure 24. Adding a Drive Letter
We must now click the Add button, which causes the form in Figure 25 to appear.
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Figure 25. Selecting the Drive Letter
Windows has “suggested” the drive letter E. To accept this choice it is necessary only to
press the OK button. The result is shown in Figure 26. The drive letter E: has been
included top and bottom on the Disk Management form and now the disk is ready to use.
The top portion of this form, just below the row of icons, labeled Volume at the extreme
left, describes the disk volumes available; as will be discussed, an aspect of a volume is
that it is ordinarily addressed using a Drive Letter (C:, D:, E:, etc), as just described.
The bottom portion of this form presents the physical disks that are currently attached to
the computer (that is, Disk 0, Disk 1, Disk 2, etc., but also CD-ROM 0, CD-ROM 1, etc) .

Figure 26.

Drive Letter Assigned

An aspect of the hard disk configuration that has so far gone unremarked is what is
called (on the top, Volume, portion of this form) Layout and Type. Notice that there are
seemingly two possible Layouts (Partition and Simple) and two (format) Types (Basic
and Dynamic). In addition, the File System used seemingly can vary between Fat 32 and
NTFS (there are others). Obviously, volumes also have other characteristics as well,
including Status, Capacity, Free Space, Fault Tolerance, and (potentially) Overhead.
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The idea of a hard disk possibly being partitioned into two or more volumes is familiar
to anyone who has been using a personal computer since the middle 1990s. In those
days, it was often the case that a particular computer might not be able to address an
entire, multi-gigabyte hard drive, often making it necessary to partition the drive into
volumes. In contrast, notice that the hard drives listed in Figure 26 are each 500
gigabytes in size, only one of which is partitioned. The difference between what is shown
and 500 gigabytes of course reflects that a gigabyte (GB) exceeds 1 billion bytes.
Furthermore, the reason Disk 1 is partitioned is in order to effect a particular type of
computer management, proprietary to IBM/Lenovo.
The particular distinction between a Basic disk and a Dynamic Disk turns on the
questions of the size and definition of a volume. In the case of a Basic disk, the disk can
contain one or more volumes. In contrast, Dynamic disks potentially permit a single
volume to span two or more physical disks; furthermore, a volume on one physical disk
can incorporate otherwise unallocated space on another (Dynamic) physical disk.
However, there are a number of caveats that need to be taken into account when
considering Dynamic Disks, including:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Only certain varieties of operating system support Dynamic Disks. For instance,
in the case of Windows 7, only the Professional, Enterprise, and Ultimate
versions.
A Basic Disk can be converted to Dynamic, but a Dynamic Disk cannot be
converted to Basic without re-formatting the disk, in the process overwriting any
existing files.
A Dynamic Disk created by Windows XP can be adapted for use with Windows
7, but, once adapted, cannot thereafter again (easily and reliably) be used by
Windows XP without re-formatting the disk.
Once a volume is made to span two or more physical disks, a fatal error on one of
the physical disks ordinarily will cause the loss of data on each physical disk,
necessitating that the “good” disk(s) be re-formatted once again. Thus volumes
that span two or more physical disks are sensitive to disk errors.
A dynamic volume (or a Dynamic Disk) can support only one operating system;
dual booting another operating system from another partition is not allowed.
Prohibited as well is the use of a recovery partition, which means that the
principal disk drive (the system or boot drive) generally must be formatted as a
Basic Disk.
Dynamic Disks cannot be created if the physical disk is attached via a USB or
Firewire (IEEE 1394) port. However, as the earlier discussion illustrates, an
existing Dynamic Disk can be accessed via a USB cable (port).
Deleting a dynamic volume (see this option in the context of Figure 24) causes
the entire volume to be deleted including any portion of the volume on another
Dynamic Disk.

However, these potential problems may be offset by the greater flexibility of Dynamic
Disks. Particularly if you are using Windows 7 Professional, Enterprise or Ultimate, not
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only can you in principle create spanned volumes, but also what are known as striped
volumes, which occupy space on one or more physical disks. However, although it
useful to have introduced these topics, it is beyond the scope of this Getting Started
Guide to try to provide sufficient information about Dynamic Disks to make you feel
entirely comfortable embarking upon a Dynamic Disk creation project—the present
discussion is simply meant to be introductory. If you actually wish to create Dynamic
Disks, not simply know what they are and how you might use them, you should get
yourself a copy of the Windows 7 Resource Kit [4] and perhaps other books [1, 2] that
explore this subject in sufficient detail. Other aspects have not been considered here,
including facilities that support NTFS file compression on the fly.
Detailed System Information
A further operating system-related facility offered by DataView is the capability to
view detailed system information, as displayed on the form shown in Figure 27. The
pull down textbox displaying the word System, if pulled down, will successively display
details related to Printing, System DLLs, Fonts, Proofing, Graphic Filters, Text
Converters, the Screen Display, Applications Running, and OLE Registration. By
pressing the Run… button you also can execute any of several applications, including the
Control Panel, File Manager, Notepad, Write for Windows, and the System
Configuration Editor; in addition, an Other button can be revealed that permits you to
choose among yet other applications. You can also Print and Save configuration and
other system information.

Figure 27.

Detailed System Information
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Obviously, to use this system information facility effectively will require you to
become familiar with various aspects of the Windows operating system, as well as certain
peculiarities of nomenclature, such as 386 Enhanced Mode, what the processor 80486
and other such designations mean, and the like, some of which designations are quite
antiquated and potentially misleading. However, once you have mastered Windows
arcane, this facility does provide some useful information quickly.
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Updating DataView for Windows
For users who annually subscribe to AlphaPlus support, one of the benefits is the
ability to receive ongoing email or telephone-based technical support, as well as program
updates and improvements. DataView updates are issued periodically, either to solve
serious problems that may be discovered, or simply to make new facilities available.
Approximately once per year, an update is issued effectively in the form of a reinstallation: a major update of DataView intended to be installed almost as if it were a
new program. From time to time, less comprehensive, maintenance updates are released.
As noted earlier, a re-installation (or an installation) will generally leave undisturbed the
files you create with DataView, such as data banks, Memory Files, macro files, table
templates, and other explicitly created files. However, it may affect demonstration data
banks, plot files, table templates, and macro files that are located in the Program
Directory, which contains DataView executable and related files, and that have the same
names as those originally shipped with DataView.

Automatic DataView Updates
Beginning with Build 26 of DataView version 10.4, which was originally released at
the end of January 2004, DataView has had the capability to notify you automatically of
the availability of an update to the version that you are currently using. However, for
this notification to occur, there are two requirements. First, your machine must be
connected to the Internet. Second, you must have previously configured DataView to
support this facility. Furthermore, if you began to use DataView for Windows prior to 1
February 2004, to invoke it for the first time now, you may need to request a special
update inasmuch as this facility uses certain supplementary files not present in earlier
versions of DataView and not automatically downloaded from the DataView website.
Versions of DataView published after this date not only permit you to enable automatic
updating, but also allow you to suspend this facility at any time if, for some reason, you
do not any longer wish to be notified each time a new version becomes available or if you
simply wish to maintain a given copy of DataView, preserving it from updates, except at
times of your choosing.
You will in addition need to have implemented the MS Soap 3.0 Toolkit described in
Appendix C below, which can be downloaded at no charge from the URL given there;
this toolkit is also supplied on the DataView for Windows installation CDRom. As
mentioned earlier, SOAP stands for Simple Online Access Protocol and its purpose is “to
enable rich and automated Web services based on a shared and open Web infrastructure.”
At the moment, SOAP has been adopted as a protocol for immediate use to support
automatic DataView updates. Ultimately, this facility will allow much more in the way
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of DataView support facilities.
It is supported by most organizations that support
Internet connections, including in particular IBM and Microsoft.
DataView automatic updating is active only when your machine is connected to the
Internet, either via a dial up connection or cable or other broadband connection. If you
are not connected to the Internet when you begin a DataView session, the automatic
update facility will not work, irrespective of any other circumstances or DataView
settings. In general, this update facility will work best — in terms of speed of operation
— if you have a wired broadband connection to the Internet.
One indication that the copy of DataView on your machine is capable of supporting
automatic updates is the appearance among the Settings menu’s Operating Protocols
submenu of the element Enable Automatic Update Facility, as shown in Figure 28.
The default setting is disabled (unchecked), so you will need to turn it on. When you
first click on this element, a check mark will appear indicating that the automatic update
facility is then enabled. You can verify that the option has been enabled by looking once
again at the operating protocols elements. Click again on this element, if checked, and
the result will be to disable this facility. In all cases, any change in setting that you make
will take effect when you next exit from DataView and restart the program. The change
in setting does not take effect from the moment you check or uncheck this element.

Figure 28. Option to Enable the Automatic Update Facility
If this option is enabled, generally what occurs when you execute DataView is that the
program will compare the dates of the updateable files on your machine with the dates of
corresponding files on the www.modler.com website. If any of the website resident files
are of a later date of creation than the corresponding file on your machine, the message
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shown in Figure 29, below, will immediately appear. As is evident, at this point you
can choose or not choose to update your current version of DataView. Irrespective of
anything else you do, DataView files on your machine will not be updated, until and
unless you click the OK button on this message box. This automatic update facility is
intentionally implemented in a way that gives you control of its operation. In all cases,
the only files that will be updated are the DataView program files. Data bank, model,
and other files that you have created will be left undisturbed, except that, as noted
elsewhere in this guide, you should never put any of your data bank, model files, macros,
table templates, plot control files, or any other files that you create in the same directory
(folder) as the DVWIN.EXE or MODC1.DLL files. In particular, demonstration macro
files and other files with names the same as those distributed with DataView for its
original installation are subject to being overwritten. So are any other files that you
choose to give the same name as the DataView program or supporting files installed with
DataView, particularly if these appear in the same directories (folders) as DVWIN.EXE
or MODC1.DLL.

Figure 29. Update Verification Dialog
If you choose to update your copy of DataView, the only files that will be replaced are
specifically those older than the corresponding files on the website. Afterwards, you will
be told that the update process has completed and also if you need to restart DataView in
order for the update to take effect. Occasionally, you may see an additional message to
the effect that the new version is ready to use. At this point, except to restart DataView,
nothing further needs to be done.
Windows Error Messages Following Automatic Updates
Usually, the automatic update process works both quickly and flawlessly. However,
in some circumstances – particularly in the case of the Windows Vista operating system –
once an automatic update has been made, a Windows Runtime error can be encountered.
Most frequently, the error reported is “Runtime Error 75: Path/File Access Error.” As
discussed earlier, such a message is a Windows error message and is not internal to
DataView; as mentioned, DataView error messages are never numeric in form. In
general this runtime error implies that during the update process, the update program, or
some other program being executed simultaneously during the update does not have
rights to access a particular file (or that for some other reason it simply cannot access the
file), including copying a new version of a file over top an older version of that file.
The cause can be that the user executing the program that results in the error message
does not have Administrator status. This status is generally necessary in order to copy
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files to any Windows system or other protected directory. In particular, this error can
occur whenever a program is attempting to access a network file to which it does not
have “proper” access, either because of a lack of network privileges or because the
program is being blocked for some other reason. In the latter case, the error can be the
result of the particular file currently being used by another program or if the accessed file
is read-only and an attempt is made to write to it. The Windows warning that is
commonly encountered during installations and updates of all types, to the effect that the
user should first exit from all running application programs, reflects the generality of the
problem of conflicts between programs involving the use of “system” and other operating
files.
The Runtime Error 75 problem can also occur if the particular computer is subject to
a virus, a “Trojan Horse” program, spyware, or a worm. Any such “malware” programs
are capable of modifying operating system settings, leading to this and other Windows
“Runtime Errors.”
Runtime Error 75 and other runtime errors are sometimes difficult to resolve, in part
because they can occur for any of several reasons. Possibly the first reaction to any such
error should be to use an anti-virus and/or anti-spyware program in order to verify that
the computer in question is clear of malware programs. Once this check has been made,
there are several programs offered on the Internet (search on “Runtime Error 75”) that
claim to be able to solve this runtime error, generally by appropriately re-configuring
Windows. Of course, the user’s status also needs to be determined, in particular whether
he or she has the necessary permissions to make changes to system files, or files that are
located in the C:\Windows directory and/or subdirectory during installations or updates.
Generally, except perhaps in the case of a malware infected machine, there is no
known instance of a Runtime Error 75 being encountered when the machine being used is
a single user machine not part of a local area network. The reason is that users of single
user, not-networked, machines ordinarily have Adminstrator status by default, whether
they are conscious of this status or not. In contrast, this runtime error is most frequently
encountered when the machine is part of a local area network and the user does not have
Administrator status.

Semi-Automatic DataView Updates
Since the first release of DataView version 10.4 (in February 2002), DataView has
supported what might be called semi-automatic updating using downloads from the
website www.modler.com. This facility involves downloading a self-extracting file
called UPDATE.EXE, which contains updates of DataView program and related files —
including the text file CHANGES.TXT. Once UPDATE.EXE has been downloaded,
following the instructions below, you will need to extract the updated files from it and
use these to replace the corresponding files on your machine. This guide considers in
turn the use of three different browsers: Netscape, Internet Explorer, and Mozilla Firefox.
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The semi-automatic updating method is designed to be used by information
technology professionals, or at least those users who are comfortable dealing with the
technical aspects of computers. This facility allows you to monitor closely the updating
of DataView on your machine, but of course it also requires that you understand exactly
where these files should be placed and what files they should overwrite, not to mention
that you will need to take responsibility for insuring that these operations are performed
each time you download the file UPDATE.EXE. The download process itself involves
the use of the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) facility that is supported by all browsers and
virtually all professionally managed websites.
Such updates begin during a DataView session. To start, simply Click on Help from
the DataView Central Control screen, as illustrated in Figure 30. As shown, a dropdown
menu list will appear, the pertinent item of which is “Update DataView from Website.”
Click on this item.

Figure 30. DataView Help Choices
DataView will respond by issuing a message like that shown in Figure 31. Notice
that it states the creation date of the copy of DataView currently on your machine,
specifically the MODC1.DLL file, thus allowing you to judge whether or not an update is
necessary. However, the choice is yours. If you click Yes you will be allowed to proceed,
even if an “update” does nothing more than re-load your present copy. Moreover, so long
as your current version is 10.4 or later, it is generally possible to update from your
current version to any later version. Ordinarily you do not need to download interim
versions; in the exceptional instance this would not be true, you will be notified early in
the download process.
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Figure 31. Initial DataView Response to Update Request
If you click the Yes button, the next response will depend upon your choice of browser,
assuming of course that you have previously selected a default browser. Occasionally,
should your Internet connection be operating slowly for some reason, you may also see
the form shown in Figure 32. Obviously, this message also permits you to cancel the
update process.

Figure 32. DataView Response to Slow Operation

Netscape Browser-based Download
If your default browser is Netscape, the usual Netscape opening screen should appear
essentially as shown below in Figure 33. This screen identifies the version of DataView,
including the build, presently available for download, stating also the date that this
version first became available. If the date of your current version, as illustrated by
Figure 31 above, is later than this date then obviously you might not wish to update the
program. However, even in this case, you might instead wish to download one or more
of the other program files, or the other DataView document or supporting files that are
described as you scroll down this Web page. Once the DataView update screen, shown
in Figure 33, has been displayed, you can choose among several alternatives. In
particular, you can variously choose to update one or more programs, or display
DataView-related documents, downloading whichever of these you wish.
Whenever you select a program or self-extracting file to download, once you have made
the choice by clicking its identifier on the Web page, you may immediately see in the
middle of the screen a small dialogue box like that shown in Figure 33. Notwithstanding
its title, which is a Netscape quirk, this form indicates that you are proposing to
download an executable file. The appropriate choice among its buttons is to click the
Save File button, at which point the form shown in Figure 34 may appear, depending
upon which version of Netscape you are using.
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Figure 33. Initial Netscape DataView Update Screen

Figure 34. Netscape File Download Dialog box
Next, looking at Figure 35, you will see that the textbox at the top of this form gives
the name of the directory that Netscape proposes to use for the download, here shown as
C:\TEMP. Your machine will presumably show some other directory. However, for the
update to succeed, the directory used must be the same as your DataView default
download directory, as specified in your current Directory Settings. If it is not, and you
continue the download, the DataView Update Connector program will be unable to find
the downloaded files once they have been downloaded. Therefore, before clicking the
Save button, make sure the directory settings match and if they do not, then use the
facilities of this form to change the download directory so that they do.
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It is generally important that you properly designate the default download directory
for DataView, in addition to choosing a default word processor, spreadsheet program and
other such programs, as shown above in Figures 8 and 9 and described in the surrounding
text there. If you have not yet done all this, you would be well advised to stop and do it
now, before you attempt to update DataView. Generally, the update process does not
make use of your default spreadsheet program, or your default presentation manager, but
it may make use of either your default word processing program or your notes editor, in
order to provide you with supplementary information, especially once the update
download has been accomplished.

Figure 35. Download Directory Selector Screen
Once you have clicked the Save button, the next form that should appear is the one
shown in Figure 36. This form obviously monitors the download, letting you know the
state of the download and how much additional time it is likely to take.

Figure 36. Download Monitor Form

At the end of the download, when the form shown in Figure 36 disappears, you will be
looking again at the Netscape screen, as illustrated in Figure 33. You can then choose
another object to download, or you can quit Netscape, closing the screen. Whenever you
close Netscape, you will be returned to your desktop environment. At this point, what
precisely happens will depend upon the specific download. If you download an update to
DataView, almost immediately you should see in the context of your Windows desktop
the forms shown in Figure 37. The DataView screen itself will have disappeared, in
order to focus your attention on these forms. If one is on top the other carefully move it to
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the bottom so that the relevant portion of your screen essentially looks like Figure 37.
Consider first the form labeled “WinZip Self-Extractor – DVUPDATE.EXE” All the
DataView files to be updated are downloaded in the context of a zipped, self-extracting
file, which is called DVUPDATE.EXE, as indicated.

Figure 37. Final Update Forms
You might wish to respecify the unzip to directory on your machine, as WinZip tends
to want to use C:\Windows\TEMP, although this choice is generally safe. Once the
appropriate download directory is specified, then choose first to Unzip and thereafter
Close the extractor program, using its Close button. You should expect a message to the
effect that k files have been unzipped successfully, where k is an integer number.
Looking now at the second form in Figure 37, notice that it tells you that the
DataView update connector is preparing to update DataView’s executable files and gives
you a last chance to abort the update, by pressing the Cancel button, if you should so
wish. But if you want to continue with the update, press the OK button.
If and when you click OK, you will be presented with the form shown in Figure 38,
which allows you the chance to view immediately a description of the recent changes to
DataView as embodied in the update. If you press the Yes button, the file Changes.Txt
will be displayed in the context of your default notes editor, giving you the choice of
either viewing the changes onscreen or printing the display, assuming you have a printer
attached.
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Figure 38. Recent Changes Form
Finally, the form shown in Figure 39 will be displayed. The text on this form alludes
to the fact that the update process affects a running program, namely DataView. Because
it is generally unwise for any running program to attempt to change its own code, behind
the scenes the website update procedure involves not only DataView but also a second
supplementary program (called UDCMOD.EXE) that actually causes the DataView
program files to be updated and produces the bottom form shown above in Figure 37.
For subscribers to AlphaPlus support, UDCMOD.EXE is a component of all DataView
versions 10.4 or later. This updating program is important for it both must be resident on
your computer before any automatic updates can be made and must be located in the
same directory as the main DataView program (DVWIN.EXE). In fact, if you have
reached this stage of the process, the program is where it should be. However, you
should still heed the message in Figure 39: close DataView and then re-start it.

Figure 39. Final Update Form
Several possible “gotchas” associated with the download process have been
mentioned in passing, but it might be useful to briefly elaborate certain aspects. When
you use Netscape as a default browser, you will need to close down that program
manually once the downloading has occurred. However, this is an essentially cosmetic
action, which does little more than to reduce the screen clutter. Other than during the file
download itself, the DataView and its Update Connector program operate in the
foreground, so that there is no problem per se in having Netscape continuously open,
other than its appearing to play a role beyond that of simply providing the download link.
But if your version of Netscape is in “smart update” mode, this browser may try to
take over the process, attempting both to download the DVUPDATE.EXE file, and to
expand it. Provided that the directory into which you are downloading is the same as the
one you have specified as the download directory within DataView (in the context of the
Directory settings), the only effect of this take over is that the expansion process will be
performed twice, once by Netscape and once by UDCMOD.EXE, the DataView update
manager program. Thus this double expansion can be momentarily confusing, but has no
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permanent effect. However, if Netscape and DataView do not agree about the download
directory, then the result will be that DataView will not be updated notwithstanding that
the update file may be downloaded and expanded (albeit by Netscape).
All the foregoing explanation refers specifically to a DataView update download.
Any other self-extracting files that you download during the update process will be
handled in much the same way as DVUPDATE.EXE. However, you will need to expand
each of these files separately and then locate their contents in whichever directory or
directories you see fit. In general, program executable files, such as those found among
the Supplemental Programs and Supporting Files on the website (in MWinSup.EXE),
once downloaded, should ordinarily be located in the same directory as DVWIN.EXE,
this being the DataView executable file. When it is in operation, DataView knows the
directory from which it is executed and therefore can find any program files it needs that
you put there. If instead you put these files in another directory, then that directory must
either be in the path or the directory within which it performs its operations; otherwise
DataView will be unable to find and use it. The most straightforward course of action is
to install all related executable files (those with exe as an extent) in the same directory as
DVWIN.EXE.
In contrast, any PDF document files that you download from www.modler.com will be
managed by Adobe Acrobat, which itself must first be resident on your machine.
Ordinarily, whenever Acrobat is installed, Windows will automatically use it to display
an PDF files located in any directory on your machine. The Acrobat program allows you
variously to display documents on the screen, to print them, or to copy the containing
PDF files to whichever directory you wish. Generally, in the case of document files,
DataView expects them to be located in the default document directory specified in your
directory settings. However, the issue is your knowledge of the whereabouts of such
files: whereas DataView can display and modify ASCII text files, it will only display
proprietary documents through the medium of Acrobat or Word, WordPro, WordPerfect,
or other pertinent word processor program. It is you the user who in some instances may
need to know where these files are, should you wish to copy, display, or work with them.
This thought simply argues for your adopting clear organizing principles concerning
the placement of any DataView related files on your machine. All this sounds more
complicated than it is. However, should you have any problems downloading files from
www.modler.com, please do not hesitate to contact us using any of the links described on
the DataView technical support screen, which is accessible from the main help menu or
by clicking the large DataView icon on the central control screen.
Incidentally, should you wish to obtain DataView related files not directly associated
with the updating of DataView, if you click on View All Downloadable DataView
Files, under the Help main menu element, as shown in Figure 30, will result in the
display shown in Figure 40 below. From this screen you can download any of these files
to your machine.
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Figure 40.

DataView Documents and Supplementary Programs

Internet Explorer-based Download
If your default browser is Internet Explorer and you are running DataView Version
10.4 Build 68 or later, you will find that the bottom of the DataView Help menu list will
offer two choices: “Update DataView from Website” and “View All Downloadable
DataView Files.” Earlier DataView builds offer only the first of these. When executed,
Update DataView from Website (semi-automatic) simply downloads a file and updates
DataView, with a minimum of effort, as will be described. The second gives you much
more choice, displaying instead a form very similar to that shown above in Figure 40, but
now as an Internet Explorer-displayed Web page. This option allows you to download a
variety of DataView-related files. The process is essentially the same as that described in
the last section and because of this similarity, only the first of these two options will be
considered here.
If you select Update DataView from Website, the next thing that you should see is
the File Download form shown in Figure 41. The appropriate choice to make is, “Save.”
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Figure 41. Internet Explorer File Download Form
The alternate choice will result in a more complex download, with much more user
intervention required.
You should next see the screen shown in Figure 42. Note that the top of this form
gives the name of the directory that Internet Explorer intends to use for the download,
here shown as C:\TEMP. For the update to succeed, this directory must be the same as
the DataView default download directory, as specified in your current Directory Settings.
If it is not, and you continue the download, the DataView Update Connector program
(UDCMOD.EXE) will not be able to find the downloaded files on your hard disk.
Therefore, before clicking the Save button on the form shown in Figure 42, make sure the
directory settings match. If they do not, then use the facilities of this form to change the
download directory so that they do.

Figure 42. Save As... Download Form
Once you have clicked the Save button on this form, the next form that should appear
is that shown in Figure 43 below. This one obviously monitors the download. Notice
that the box labeled “Close this dialog box when download completes” has been checked,
as it should be.
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Figure 43. Download Monitor Form
When the form in Figure 43 disappears, you will be returned to DataView, but then
almost immediately you will be shown the two forms displayed in Figure 44 in the
context of your Windows desktop. If one is on top the other carefully move it to the
bottom so that the relevant portion of your screen looks like Figure 44.

Figure 44. Final Update Forms
At this point, the DataView screen will have disappeared, in order to focus your
attention on these two forms. Consider first the one labeled “WinZip Self-Extractor –
DVUPDATE.EXE”. All the DataView update executable files are downloaded in the
context of a zipped, self-extracting file, which is called DVUPDATE.EXE. Be conscious
that you might also need to respecify the download directory on your machine, if the
download directory is not properly specified. However, C:\WINDOWS\TEMP can be
used quite safely. Then choose first to Unzip and thereafter Close the extractor program.
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Considering now the second, bottom, form in Figure 44, notice that it gives you a last
chance to abort the update, by pressing the Cancel button, if you should so wish. But if
you want to continue with the update, press the OK button. If and when you click OK to
confirm that you wish to continue the update, you will next be presented with the form
shown in Figure 45 below, which offers you the chance to view a reasonably detailed
description of the recent changes to DataView as embodied in the update. If you press
the Yes button, the file Changes.Txt will be displayed in the context of your default notes
editor, providing you the ability either to view the changes onscreen or to print the
display. Alternatively, you can always read this file later by clicking on the pertinent
element in the main Help menu, namely “Recent Changes to DataView.”

Figure 45. Recent Changes Form
Finally, the form shown in Figure 46 will be displayed. This one alludes to the fact
that the update process affects a running program. Because it is generally unwise for a
running program to attempt to change its own code, behind the scenes the website update
procedure involves not only DataView but also a supplementary program (called
UDCMOD.EXE, referred to earlier) that actually causes the DataView program files to
be updated and which produces the bottom form shown above in Figure 44. For
subscribers to AlphaPlus support, it is a component of all DataView versions 10.4 or
later. This updating program is important: it both must be resident on your computer
before any automatic updates can be made and must be located in the same directory as
the main DataView program (DVWIN.EXE). In reality, if you have reached this stage of
the process, the program is where it should be. However, you should still heed the
message in Figure 46: close DataView and then re-start it.

Figure 46. Final Update Form
There are a few “gotchas” that bedevil the download process from time to time. For
instance, when beginning to use Microsoft Internet Explorer, if you are not at that time
connected to the Internet for some reason, the program may display a message to this
effect and give you the choice of “working offline” or trying again to connect. If you
should choose to “work offline,” the apparent immediate result is that nothing happens:
the Explorer dialogue box simply disappears and you are left staring at the DataView
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screen. The reason is that, with nothing to do, Internet Explorer simply closes down. If,
in contrast, you select try again, Explorer will try again and then will again give you the
choice to work offline or try yet again. The solution of course is to abort, establish a dialup or direct Internet connection and then start the process over. But there will not
necessarily be any indication on the screen that tells you to take either of these actions.
Sometimes, however, Internet Explorer is difficult to start, perhaps because it is in the
middle of some unrelated Windows task; this may reflect its well-known integrated role
in Windows since Windows 95. The effect can be that DataView attempts to account
for Internet Explorer’s lack of activity by assuming that it has already done the job of
downloading the update files, at which point DataView begins to search for these files,
which can lead to the message shown in Figure 47, in some cases repetitively.

Figure 47. Vain Attempt Message
On the other hand, if you are properly Internet-connected at the time you choose to
update DataView, Explorer will display the download dialogue box shown above in
Figure 41 that, as noted earlier, gives you two choices in particular. The first is to “Run
this program from current location.” The second is to “Save this program to disk.” This
offered choice reflects that, in order to save time, the DataView update files are
downloaded packed in a Zipped self-executable file. Internet Explorer interprets any
download file having an EXE extent as being a “program,” rather than simply as a selfexpanding file. As indicated earlier, the appropriate choice to make is to “Save this
program to disk.” However, should you instead make the other choice, in most instances
there will be no fundamental problem, although the net effect is likely to be for the
download and update process to be comparatively slow to execute.
As implied by the foregoing discussion, in the context of this DataView program
update, Internet Explorer operates in minimized mode. If you have a current Internet
connection at the time you begin the process, all you may subsequently see of Internet
Explorer is a small dialogue box that opens during the actual download process, and then
closes once the download is done, after which you will be notified that the DataView
Update Connector program (UDCMOD.EXE, mentioned above) is processing the
downloaded files. In this case, the DataView update process is so quick and minimal in
operation that it will be hardly apparent that much of anything has occurred. DataView
will be updated in a matter of minutes at most—seconds if you have a wired broadband
connection, with the bulk of the time consisting of the actual file download from the
Internet. Be sure, at the end of the process, to close DataView and restart. If you then
check the About DataView splash screen, you should observe from the new version/build
number(s) that an update has occurred.
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Very occasionally, during the download process, you may see a error display to the
effect that there has been an “Overflow,” which offers you the chance to click OK. Once
you have clicked OK, everything subsequently proceeds normally. As a matter of
definition, an “Overflow” occurs during a calculation when the result of that calculation
is a number too large for the computer to handle, such as occurs if you were to attempt to
divide by zero. In this instance, the error will have occured deep in Windows and is
simply reported via DataView. The solution to this problem is to restart Windows as
soon as convenient.
DataView, in contrast, could itself generate an overflow. Although numbers that are
used as denominators in expressions are routinely checked prior to calculations to insure
that they are not zero or very near to zero, it is possible in some rare instances for the
check not to be made. However, in this case, what you will experience is not business as
usual, once you have pressed OK, but instead a sudden halt to DataView processing.
You will then need to reboot DataView. Should you experience an overflow of this
type, please report to us both the runtime error and its precise context.

Mozilla Firefox-based Download
If your default browser is Mozilla Firefox, you will find that the bottom of the
DataView Help menu list will offer: “Update DataView from Website.” If you select
“Update DataView from Website,” the next thing that you should see is the Confirm
Update form shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48.

Confirm Update Form

If you choose to press the Yes button, you should next see the DataView update page
displayed below in Figure 49.
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Figure 49.

Firefox DataView Update Page

However, depending upon the speed with which this page is displayed on your
machine, you may also (or before seeing the page shown in Figure 47) see the form
shown in Figure 50. Generally, you should not be too ready to click the Yes button on
this form, as each time you do this you may instigate another example of the Firefox
display shown in Figure 49. It is usually best to wait patiently until this Firefox page
appears.

Figure 50. Not yet downloaded form
Once the page shown in Figure 50 is on your screen, if you click on Download Now,
you should then see the form shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 51. Mozilla Firefox File Download Form
Chose “Save File,” and you may next see the screen shown in Figure 52. If this form
appears, notice its headline, which in the example displayed here is “Downloads.” This
headline actually identifies the directory/folder to which Firefox instigated downloads are
then to be made. Alternatively, if you “customize” the Firefox browser, you have at least
two choices. You can either specify the directory/folder to which downloads should
always be made or you can instead choose the radio button “Always ask me where to
save files.”

Figure 52. Downloads Form
If you choose the option “Always ask me where to save files” instead of the form
shown in Figure 52, you will see that shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53. Firefox Customize Form
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If you see the form shown in Figure 52 and choose to press its Save button, you will
next see the form shown in Figure 54. One option is to simply clear the list (by pressing
the Clear List button) and then to delete this form by clicking on the x in the top right
hand corner. This course of action, if taken together with closing the Firefox browser
will then result in the appearance of the forms shown in Figure 59, and will usually
constitute the best, most direct course of action.

Figure 54.

Flexible Download directory Option

However, as an illustration, it might be useful to instead consider what will happen if
you click on the blue portion of this form labeled DVUPDATE.EXE. In this case, you
will next see the form shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55. Open Executable File
If you then click the OK button on this form you are next likely to see the warning
form shown in Figure 56 – assuming that you have not previously checked the box
“Don’t ask me this again.”

Figure 56. Unknown Publisher Warning
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If, at this point, you choose to run the application, by clicking on the Run button, a
DOS command window might open, as shown in Figure 57. This form, when it appears
in this fashion, warns you that the files contained in DVUPDATE.EXE already exist on
your hard drive. You will need to confirm the overwrite [Overwrite (y/n)?] in order to
continue. There may be several such confirmations required.

Figure 57.

Extraction Window

However, alternatively, you may see the form shown in Figure 58. You are not yet in
“deep do-do,” but you will need to step lightly to extricate yourself gracefully.

Figure 58.

Manual Extraction Form

What is most important at this stage is that, whichever customization of Firefox you
adopt, whenever you are in the process of updating DataView, you will need to make
sure that you download DVUPDATE.EXE to the directory that DataView expects in
order for the update process finally to work properly. In the first case, that exemplified
by Figure 52 above, in order to continue the download process, you should click on the
highlighted file name shown in this figure. Incidentally, if you download more than a
single instance of DVUPDATE.EXE, Firefox will automatically suffix its name after the
first download attempt, adding a number in parentheses (DVUPDATE(2).EXE and so
on); this suffixing simply distinguishes between files that have been downloaded to your
hard drive and will not occur if you delete the DVUPDATE.EXE file from your hard
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drive after each update. Alternatively, if the form shown in Figure 58 appears, you will
need to browse for the appropriate DataView download directory. In either case, for the
update to succeed, this download directory must be the same as the DataView default
download directory, as specified in your current Directory Settings. If it is not, and you
continue the download, the DataView Update Connector program will not be able to find
the downloaded files on your hard disk. Therefore, make sure the directory settings
match.
When the form in Figure 58 disappears, you will be returned to DataView, but then
almost immediately, in the context of your Windows desktop, you will be shown the two
forms displayed in Figure 59, which are generated by the DataView semi-automatic
update process. Alternatively, you may have got here directly from the form in Figure
54, as mentioned at that point. If one form is on top the other carefully move it to the
bottom so that the relevant portion of your screen looks like this Figure.

Figure 59. Update Executable Files
The DataView screen will have disappeared, in order to focus your attention on these
forms. Consider first the form labeled “WinZip Self-Extractor – UPDATE.EXE”
Obviously all the DataView files are downloaded in the context of a zipped, selfextracting file, which is called UPDATE.EXE. You might need to respecify the
download directory on your machine, as WinZip tends to want to download to
\Windows\TEMP. However, it is safe to use this directory for the Unzip. Once the right
download directory is specified, then choose first to Unzip and thereafter Close the
extractor program.
Considering now the other form in Figure 59, notice that it gives you a last chance to
abort the update, by pressing the Cancel button, if you should so wish. But if you want
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to continue with the update, press the OK button. If and when you click OK to confirm
that you wish to continue the update, you will next be presented with the form shown in
Figure 60 below, which offers you the chance to view a reasonably detailed description
of the recent changes to DataView as embodied in the update. If you press the Yes
button, the file Changes.Txt will be displayed in the context of your default notes editor,
providing you the ability either to view the changes onscreen or to print the display.
Alternatively, you can always read this file later by clicking on the element in the main
Help menu: “Recent Changes to DataView.”

Figure 60.

Recent DataView Changes

Finally, the form shown in Figure 61 will be displayed. The text on this form alludes
to the fact that the update affects a running program. Because it is generally unwise for a
running program to attempt to change its own code, behind the scenes the website update
procedure involves not only DataView but also a supplementary program (called
UDCMOD.EXE) that actually causes the DataView program files to be updated and
which actually produces the bottom form shown earlier in Figure 59. For subscribers to
AlphaPlus support, it is a component of all DataView versions 10.4 or later. This
updating program is important: it both must be resident on your computer before any
automatic updates can be made and must be located in the same directory as the main
DataView program (DVWIN.EXE). In turth, if you have reached this stage of the
process, the program is where it should be. However, you should still heed the message
in Figure 61: close DataView and then re-start it.

Figure 61.

Restart Form

Updating DataView by Hand
The automatic and semi-automatic update processes just described are intended to be
sufficiently easy to accomplish to be the usual way to update DataView semiautomatically. However, there are times that you may wish to control the updating
process even more precisely or simply to understand exactly what is involved. As a
general rule, updating the DataView executable files essentially involves replacing 3 or 4
files that will be located in 2 or 3 directories on your hard disk. Occasionally, file
conversion or other supplementary files will be changed or added. These updating files
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are shipped, or made available on the website www.modler.com, in the form of a
compressed self-extracting executable file named DVUPDATE.EXE; it is normally
compressed using the well-known and widely used PKZIP compression.
When you receive an update in this form, you should extract the files it contains to a
temporary directory that is otherwise empty, and which is meant to be erased or even
deleted subsequently. You may, however, wish to preserve DVUPDATE.EXE itself on a
backup CDROM or another archival context.
If you make manual updates, you should not attempt to perform these updates while
DataView is in execution. If you do, the effect is likely to be a Windows error message
to the effect that a “Sharing Violation” has occurred. You also should not download files
directly to the DataView executables directory, the one containing such files as
DVWIN.EXE, nor should you use this directory as the one into which you expand
downloaded or otherwise obtained self-extracting files. You would be well advised to
create an entirely separate EXTRACTOR directory that you use to perform the extraction
process, then copy the extracted files to the appropriate program directories.
As shipped, UPDATE.EXE will normally contain, at minimum, the following files:
DVWIN.EXE
MODC1.DLL
CHANGES.TXT
The first of these should be copied to the directory in which you locate DataView
executable files; as discussed earlier, this directory is established at the time of the initial
installation of DataView for Windows, but can be changed during any complete reinstallation of the program. The second file, MODC1.DLL, must be copied to the
Windows System directory, the name of which is usually C:\Windows\System in the case
of Windows 3.x and 9.x, and \WinNT\System in the case of Windows NT and its
successor Windows versions. However, in the case of Windows XT, Vista, and
Windows 7, the directory will usually be C:\Windows\System. Particularly in the context
of a local area network, some slight variations on these conventions may be encountered.
Changes.TXT, in contrast, is a simple textfile that describes the updates and
improvements that the other files incorporate; it can be read using any word processor or
other text-processing package. Changes.TXT should also be located in the same
directory as DVWIN.EXE, where it can be read, beginning with DataView version 10.4,
by clicking on Help and then Recent Changes to DataView. DataView senses any file
of this name in this directory, and if it is present makes it available for viewing in this
way.
A description of the files available at www.modler.com is provided in the next section
of this Getting Started and Maintenance Guide. Because of this general capability to
download supplementary files, the contents of UPDATE.EXE tend to be restricted to
only a few files, as just stated. The additional file most likely to be included is
DVWIN.HLP, the DataView helpfile, and then only occasionally. One of the reasons for
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this policy is to avoid the unnecessary overwriting of files that you may have on your
machine. Whenever relevant, the Changes.TXT file, included in DVUPDATE.EXE,
identifies any additional files located on www.modler.com that are pertinent to the update
but are not an essential feature.
Of course, at any stage, if you have questions about the updating process, then please
do contact us at Support@modler.com, or by telephone at +1 215-667-8557. The fax
number is +1 215-667-8616.
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Files Available at WWW.MODLER.COM
The www.modler.com website offers you the capability to download supplementary
programs for use with DataView, and sometimes data banks, and other files that can be
used with DataView. This method of distribution is preferable in many cases to the use
of email attachments.
Increasingly, DataView client organizations have erected
firewalls that prevent or significantly limit the use of email attachments, particularly
when those attachments take the form of executable files. But, in addition, you may find
it a nuisance to receive at some arbitrary time a substantial mailing consisting of a several
megabytes or more, whereas you can choose the time to download to suit your own
schedule and convenience. Furthermore, an email attachment normally is loaded into
your download file, taking up space, and requiring your attention at a time that may not
be convenient; in contrast, when you instigate a download, you normally will be ready to
focus on the task of organizing the file transfer process.
There are several types of downloadable files available at www.modler.com. Certain
of these contain files integral to the use of DataView.
For instance, supplementary
programs such as the Census X-11 quarterly and monthly seasonal adjustment packages
operate as child processes launched by DataView, yet provide facilities that are
conceptually integral. Alternatively, data file conversion packages, such as the programs
created in order to translate Lotus and other spreadsheet programs, may work with
DataView but do so only in order to permit data sets to be imported. These programs are
much more distinct in terms of their functionality.

DataView Supplementary Files: DWinSup.EXE
A particular downloadable file is DWinSup.EXE. It is updated regularly and contains
both programs and data files, among others. At any point in time, the DWinSup.EXE file
at www.modler.com will contain the latest version of seasonal adjustment and other
supplementary DataView programs.
It is downloaded from the website using the
standard FTP (File Transfer Protocol) method.

Enhanced Capabilities
There are a growing number of enhancements to DataView that take the form of third
party specialized products.
An example is the SnagIt program, which can be
downloaded from the Web and provides the capability to capture DataView graphics
immediately so as to generate JPEG, GIF, TIFF, BMP, and other image files that can be
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used in Web pages and other contexts. The www.modler.com website provides details
of these and includes links that permit you to download the programs that suit your
needs.

Other Useful Files
Other files can consist of data banks and macro files, or file conversion programs,
such as those used to convert Lotus 123 worksheet files into DataView compatible files
that can be used immediately to import data.
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Appendix

Files Copied to Windows\System
The files listed below are copied to the Windows \System directory during the
installation of DataView. The file sizes shown are the compressed file sizes; these files
are generally larger once located in the System directory. Not all these files are uniquely
used by DataView, inasmuch as other programs on the computer may use the same
facilities as does DataView and thus will need access themselves to some or all these
files. Consequently, if you were to remove DataView from your machine, you should be
very careful which of the following files you also remove, and for this reason should use
specialist software, such as MicroHelp’s Uninstaller or its equivalent, to manage this
process.

VSHARE
STKIT416
VB40016
OC25
OLE2
TYPELIB
OLE2DISP
OLE2PROX
OLE2CONV
STORAGE
COMPOBJ
OLE2
OLE2NLS
STDOLE
SCP
VAEN21
CTL3DV2
COMDLG16
GRID16
DBGRID16
GRDKRN16
THREED

386
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
DLL
REG
DLL
TLB
DLL
OLB
DLL
OCX
OCX
OCX
DLL
VBX

8,842
4,039
580,252
306,271
170,995
108,779
88,532
24,410
35,579
89,197
61,684
5,762
98,789
2,856
7,684
23,044
14,863
46,105
49,546
173,744
103,579
33,489

01-12-96
08-15-95
08-15-95
08-15-95
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
08-15-95
01-16-97
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
01-12-96
08-24-96
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